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Abstract

Solid-fuel ramjet converts thermal energy of combustion products to a forward thrust without using any

moving parts. Normally, it uses air intake system to compress the incoming air without swirler. A new

design of swirler has been proposed and used in the current work. In this paper, a series of firing tests have

been carried out to investigate the impact of using swirl flow on regression rate, combustion characteristics,

and performance of solid-fuel ramjet engines. The influences of swirl intensity, solid fuel port diameter, and

combustor length were studied and varied independently. A new technique for determining the time and

space averaged regression rate of high-density polyethylene solid fuel surface after experiments has been

proposed based on the laser scan technique. A code has been developed to reconstruct the data from the

scanner and then used to obtain the three-dimensional distribution of the regression rate. It is shown that

increasing swirl number increases regression rate, thrust, and characteristic velocity, and, decreases air-fuel

ratio, corner recirculation zone length, and specific impulse. Using swirl flow enhances the flame stability

meanwhile negatively affected on ignition process and specific impulse. Although a significant reduction of

combustion chamber length can be achieved when swirl flow is used. Power fitting correlation for average

regression rate was developed taking into account the influence of swirl number. Furthermore, varying port

diameter and combustor length were found to have influences on regression rate, combustion characteristics

and performance of solid-fuel ramjet.
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1. Introduction1

Ramjet or flying stovepipe is an air-breathing propulsion engine that contains no moving parts in which2

the flight is based on ram air compression thereby fixed components are used to compress and accelerate3

intake air using ram effect. Then, the thermal energy is imparted to the gas from burning fuel (solid, liquid,4
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